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1. Installations and Configurations 

1.1. System Requirements 

In order to run the software JDK 6 is required. For your convenience, the CD 
includes the installation file in the handson-day2\Software\Software 
Requirements\Java folder. 
Additionally it is necessary to set the JAVA_HOME environment variable to 
point to the folder where the JDK 6 is installed. This variable can be setup in 
the System Properties (tip: right-click on My Computer and select properties) 
under the Advanced tab, see Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Environment Setup 

1.2. WSMT Configuration: 

Step 1. Copy and uncompress the archive wsmt-1.4-gpl.zip and add it to 
your hard drive (say c:\wsmt); the archive is available in the folder handson-
day2\Software\WSMT on the tutorial CD. 
 
Step 2. Go to c:\wsmt and run wsmt.exe 
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1.3. WSML2Reasoner Configuration: 

Step 1.  Create a project called wsml2reasoner (From "File" menu select 
"New", select "Project...", select " Java Project", click "Next >", enter the 
project name “wsml2reasoner”, and click "Finish"). 
 
Step 2.  Select wsml2reasoner in "Package Explorer". Now from the "File" 
menu select "Import...", select "File System", click "Next >" and browse to 
the wsml2reasoner folder (on the CD) in the "From directory:" field (the 
parent folder of the one containing the two java files)  
 

 
 
 
You should see the dialog box: 
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Check the wsml2reasoner folder in the left panel as it is shown on the picture 
and press finish. 
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2. Browsing and Editing Ontologies using WSMT 
 
After the WSMT is started, on the left side of WSMT GUI, the “Navigator” 
view shows all the projects in your workspace. For this tutorial session, the 
WSMT contains a few examples (i.e. the WSMO Ontologies, Web Services and 
Goals) that can be use for better understanding of the WSMT functionality. 
 
There is couple of different editors for viewing and manipulating WSMO 
descriptions in the WSMO Studio (some of them come from the Web Services 
Modeling Toolkit). These are the  WSML Visualizer and the  WSML Text 
Editor, the WSMO Editor Launcher, and standard Plain Text editor.  
 
The WSML Visualizer provides a graphical representation of the information 
contained within a WSML document, using a directed graph. The visualization 
provided in this editor is fully interactive and allows the user to edit the 
WSMO Ontology, Web Service, Goal or Mediator being visualized.  We will 
take a look first at some existing ontologies.  
Step 1. Go to “Examples” project by clicking the plus on the left hand side of 
the folder icon. 
 
Step 2. Right click on “the-simpsons-ontology.wsml” in the navigator view; 
choose ‘Open With-> WSML Visualizer’ 
 
In the visualizer you will see the blue node at the centre that represents the 
ontology contained within this WSML file. The other nodes in the 
representation are concepts (yellow) and instances (red). The graph is 
automatically layed-out using a spring layout algorithm; however, the 
representation is fully interactive and by clicking on a node and dragging it 
the representation can be moved to obtain the best layout. 
 
Step 3. Manipulate the graph using the dragging feature to get the best 
representation. If you do similar actions for the Simpsons ontology, you will 
notice the clustering feature which nicely groups similar entities making the 
whole graph much more readable.  
 
Step 4. The visualizer separates the complexities in the ontology into 
multiple levels, in order to start manipulating the attributes of a concept we 
need to “step down” to the concept semantic level. We do this by double 
clicking on a concept. 
 
The WSML Text Editor shows the contents of a WSML document, in the 
WSML human readable syntax to the user with syntax highlighting, content 
assistance and many other features that help advanced users who are 
familiar with WSML to create and manage their WSML documents more 
efficiently. 
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Step 1. Open “the-simpsons-ontology.wsml” with WSML Text Editor (right 
click on the file and select Open with). Look into the structure of the files, all 
keywords are highlighted. This editor comes with the auto-completion feature 
which will suggest possible entries (press ctrl+space for suggestions). 
 
Step  2. Open “queries.txt” with WSML Text Editor (right click on the file 
and select Open with) where you can find a number of predefined queries for 
“the-simpsons-ontology.wsml”. 
 
Step  3. To find all the students and the principle of the school they attend, 
copy a query no.1 from the file (or any other query you want to execute), 
select “the-simpsons-ontology.wsml” in WSML Text Editor and paste it into 
WSML-Reasoner View. 
 
Step  4. Press “Execute query” button on the right-hand side of the WSML-
Reasoner View. You should see the following results: 
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3. Reasoning Examples Using Java API  
(Creation and Execution) 
 
In this section we will guide you through creation of an example which 
demonstrates functionality of the reasoning service offered by IRIS and 
WSML2Reasoner framework. More precisely, the example shows how to use 
the WSML2Reasoner and WSMO4J API in order to:  

• Set up required WSMO4J factories;  
• Parse and load an ontology (written in WSML) in the reasoner; 
• Create a query; 
• Execute a query; 
• Print the loaded ontology and results after the query execution. 
 

Step 1.  Create a java class in the sesa_workshop package (in the test folder 
of the wsml2reasoner project) which will be used to implement all steps 
required for using the reasoning services in WSML2Reasoner framework with 
IRIS reasoner. The code from steps 2-10 (below) should be placed in this 
class. 
 
Step 2.  Create and set up required WSMO4J factories (used to create WSMO 
entities/objects such as: ontologies, logical expressions, terms of different 
data types etc.). The following code sequence creates required factories: 
 
private LogicalExpressionFactory leFactory = null; 
private WSMO4JManager wsmoManager = null; 
private Parser wsmlparser = null; 
 
/** 
* Sets up factories for creating WSML elements 
*/ 
private void setUpFactories() { 
 wsmoManager = new WSMO4JManager(); 
 leFactory = wsmoManager.getLogicalExpressionFactory();
 wsmlparser = Factory.createParser(null); 
} 
 
Step 2.  The next step parses and loads an ontology to the reasoner. Once 
the ontology is parsed, WSML2Reasoner creates WSMO4J representation of 
the ontology and applies number of transformation and optimization steps. 
Such ontology is stored in main memory of the entire system and is ready to 
be used by IRIS for reasoning. Add the following code to load and parse an 
ontology: 
 
/** 
* Utility Method to get the object model of a wsml ontology. 
*  
* @param ontologyFile 
*        location of source file (It will be attemted to be loaded from 
*        current class path) 
* @return object model of ontology at file location 
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*/ 
private Ontology parseAndLoadOntology(String ontologyFile) 
 throws IOException, ParserException, InvalidModelException { 
InputStream is = this.getClass().getClassLoader().getResourceAsStream( 
ontologyFile); 
try { 
 final TopEntity[] identifiable = wsmlparser 
  .parse(new InputStreamReader(is)); 
if (identifiable.length > 0 && identifiable[0] instanceof Ontology) { 
 System.out.println("Ontology parsed"); 
 return (Ontology) identifiable[0]; 
} else { 
 System.out.println("First Element of file no ontology "); 
 return null; 
} 
 
} catch (Exception e) { 
 System.out.println("Unable to parse ontology: " +e.getMessage()); 
 return null; 
 } 
} 
 
Step 3.  In this step, a user may optionally print out the loaded ontology on 
the console. Add the following java code to print an ontology out: 
 
/** 
* Prints out an ontology written in WSML 
*  
* @param o 
*            Ontology to be printed out 
*/ 
private void printOntology(Ontology o) { 
 // Set up serializer 
 Serializer ontologySerializer = org.wsmo.factory.Factory 
   .createSerializer(null); 
 System.out.println("WSML Ontology:\n"); 
 StringWriter sw = new StringWriter(); 
 try { 
  ontologySerializer.serialize(new TopEntity[] { o }, sw); 
 } catch (IOException e) {      
 System.out.println("Unable to serialize ontology! "); 
  e.printStackTrace(); 
 } 
 System.out.println(sw.toString()); 
 System.out.println("--------------\n\n"); 
} 
 
Step 4.  WSML2Reasoner allows to use all the different inference engines 
defined in the framework. Therefore a user needs to register a particular 
reasoner which will be used for particular reasoning task. Apart from this, the 
framework allows for an extended configuration of a number of different 
parameters (see WSML2Reasoner API for further information on the 
configuration). The following java code creates the IRIS reasoner, as an 
underling engine to be used within the framework: 
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/** 
* Get a reasoner 
* @return Reasoner 
*/ 
private WSMLReasoner getReasoner() { 
 Map<String, Object> params = new HashMap<String, Object>(); 
 params.put(WSMLReasonerFactory.PARAM_BUILT_IN_REASONER, 
   WSMLReasonerFactory.BuiltInReasoner.IRIS); 
 
 WSMLReasoner reasoner = DefaultWSMLReasonerFactory.getFactory() 
   .createWSMLFlightReasoner(params); 
 return reasoner; 
} 
Step 5. In this step we need to register the loaded ontology within the 
created reasoner. If the ontology is already registered, the framework will 
only update the ontology content. 
 
// Register ontology 
reasoner.registerOntology(o); 
 
Step 6.  Once the framework is configured (i.e. an ontology is loaded and a 
reasoner is created), a user may pose a query to be answered over the 
ontology. The following method implements basic functionality for answering 
a query in WSML2Reasoner framework: 
 
/** 
* Executes a query. 
* @param reasoner 
*            Reasoner which will execute the query 
* @param o 
*            Ontology over which the query will be answered 
* @param queryString 
*            WSML query represented as a string 
* @return Result after the query evaluation 
* @throws Exception 
*/ 
private Set<Map<Variable, Term>> performQuery(WSMLReasoner reasoner, 
  Ontology o, String queryString) throws Exception { 
 LogicalExpression query = this.leFactory.createLogicalExpression( 
   queryString, o);   
 // Executes query request 
 Set<Map<Variable, Term>> result = reasoner.executeQuery((IRI) o 
   .getIdentifier(), query); 
 
 return result; 
} 
 
Step 7.  When the reasoner computes result of a query (see previous step), 
this result is represented as a map of terms bound with corresponding 
variables. The map contains as many variables as a user set in the query. In 
order to see computed results in console, the user may print them out using 
the following code sequence: 
 
/** 
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* Utility method to print out the query result 
* @param result 
*            The query result 
* @param o 
*            Ontology from which the result has been derived. 
*/ 
private void printOutResult(Set<Map<Variable, Term>> result, Ontology 
o) { 
 for (Map<Variable, Term> vBinding : result) { 
  for (Variable var : vBinding.keySet()) { 
   System.out.print(var + ": " 
    + termToString(vBinding.get(var), o) + "\t "); 
   } 
   System.out.println(); 
  } 
 System.out.println("Number of Results: " + result.size()); 
} 
 
The above java code uses the following utility method for conversion of 
WSMO4J representation of term to a string: 
 
/** 
* Utility method to convert a term to string. 
* @param t 
*            Term to be converted to string. 
* @param o 
*            Ontology which is the source of the term 
* @return String representation of the term. 
*/ 
private String termToString(Term t, Ontology o) { 
 VisitorSerializeWSMLTerms v = new VisitorSerializeWSMLTerms(o); 
 t.accept(v); 
 return v.getSerializedObject(); 
} 
 
Step 8.  In this step we will create a method for the overall program 
execution. The method demonstrates the order (chronology) in which the 
code created through steps 2-7 should be used. 
 
/** 
* This method demonstrates all steps required for answering a query     
* using WSML2Reasoner framework and IRIS. 
*  
* @param ontologyLocation 
*            Location of Ontology 
* @param query 
*            Query to be answered. 
* @throws Exception 
*/ 
public void runProgram(String ontologyLocation, String query) 
 throws Exception { 
 long t0_start = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
 
 // set up WSMO4J factories 
 setUpFactories(); 
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 // Parse and load ontology 
 Ontology o = parseAndLoadOntology(ontologyLocation); 
 
 // Print ontology 
 printOntology(o); 
 
 WSMLReasoner reasoner = getReasoner(); 
 // Register ontology 
 reasoner.registerOntology(o); 
 
 // Execute query request 
 System.out.println("Query: " + query); 
 Set<Map<Variable, Term>> result = performQuery(reasoner, o, 
 query); 
 
 // print out the results: 
 printOutResult(result, o); 
 
 // Measure the time of execution 
 long t0_end = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
 long t0 = t0_end - t0_start; 
 System.out.println("(" + t0 + "ms)"); 
 System.out.println("Finished!"); 
}  
 
Step 9.  With the following method, we provide a few predefined queries to 
be used in the Simpson and Nobel ontology respectively: 
 
/** 
* The method offers queries to be used with the nobel.wsml ontology. 
*  
* @param queryNo 
*            Number of a query to be executed 
* @return WSML query represented as string 
* @throws Exception 
*/ 
private static String createQuery(int queryNo) throws Exception { 
  ontLoc = "examples/the-simpsons-ontology.wsml"; 
  //ontLoc = "examples/nobel.wsml"; 
   
  String queryString = null; 
 
  // Choose a query: 
  switch (queryNo) { 
  case 1: 
   // To find all the students and the principle of the  
   // school they 
   // attend: 
   queryString = "?child[attends hasValue ?school] and  
   ?principle[principleOf hasValue ?school]"; 
   break; 
  case 2: 
   // To find out who is the reverant of the church that 
   // each character 
   // attends: 
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   queryString = "?worshiper[worshipsAt hasValue   
   ?church] and ?reverant[reverantOf hasValue ?church]"; 
   break; 
  case 3: 
   // To find all the characters that Dan Castellanata  
   // does the voices 
   // for on the simpsons: 
   queryString = "?character[hasActor hasValue   
   dan_castellanata]"; 
   break; 
  case 4: 
   // To find all actors who play characters of the  
   // opposite sex: 
   queryString = "?actor[hasGender hasValue    
   ?actorgender] memberOf actor and ?character[hasGender 
   hasValue ?charactergender] memberOf character and  
   ?character[hasActor hasValue ?actor] and ?actorgender 
   != ?charactergender"; 
   break; 
    
   // Queries related to the Nobel ontology: change  
   // ontLoc to ontLoc = 
   // "sesa_workshop/nobel.wsml"; 
    
  case 5: 
   // Retrieve all things that are memberOf some other  
   // things: 
   queryString = "?x memberOf ?y"; 
   break; 
  case 6: 
   // Retrieve all subjects (research areas) for which  
   // the Nobel prize 
   // is awarded: 
   queryString = "?x memberOf nobel_prize"; 
   break; 
  case 7: 
   // Retrieve a list of countries that Nobel prize  
   // winners come from: 
   queryString = "?x memberOf country"; 
   break; 
  case 8: 
   // Retrieve IDs of Nobel prize winners from South  
   // Korea: 
   queryString = "?winner[hasCountry hasValue   
   South_Korea]"; 
   break; 
  case 9: 
   // Retrieve names of Nobel prize winners from South  
   // Korea: 
   queryString = "?winner[hasCountry hasValue   
   South_Korea] and ?winner[hasName hasValue   
   ?winnerName]"; 
   break; 
  case 10: 
   // Retrieve all Nobel prize winners who got the prize 
   // after 1950: 
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   queryString = "?winners[hasYear hasValue ?year] and  
   ?year > 1950"; 
   break; 
  case 11: 
   // Retrieve all names of Nobel prize winners who are  
   // from South 
   // Korea and got the prize after 1950: 
   queryString = "?winner[hasName hasValue ?winnerName]  
   and " 
   + "?winner[hasCountry hasValue South_Korea] and " 
   + "?winner[hasYear hasValue ?year] and ?year >   
   1950."; 
   break; 
  case 12: 
   // Retrieve all names of Nobel prize winners who got  
   // the prize after 
   // 1950: 
   queryString = "?winner[hasName hasValue ?winnerName]  
   and " + "?winner[hasYear hasValue ?year] and ?year >  
   1950."; 
   break; 
  default: 
   throw new IllegalArgumentException( 
    "Please specify query number between 1 and  
   12!"); 
  } 
  return queryString; 
 }    
 
Step 10.  Finally a user may call the program execution from the main 
method of a java class using the code below. Particularly for this example, 
the code sequence will call a query with the order number 3, execute this 
query and print results out. 
 
/** 
* Query execution 
* @param args 
*            none expected 
*/ 
public static void main(String[] args) { 
 Test1 ex = new Test1(); 
 
 try { 
  String query = createQuery(3); 
  ex.runProgram(ontLoc, query); 
  System.exit(0); 
 } catch (Throwable e) { 
  e.printStackTrace(); 
 } 
}  

 
--- END --- 

 


